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WE AREN’T JUST BUILDING 
PRODUCTS: WE ARE BUILDING 
TOTAL DESIGN PLATFORMS

The spa industry is vibrant and innovative, full 
of talented designers and passionate teams. 
That’s why we want to do more than sell you a 
new product. We want to sell you platforms that 
encourage innovation, rethink older systems and 
improve your entire process.

Because when the difference is in the details, everything matters®.



CMP SPA PRODUCT BRANDS

The CMP logo, division lockup and tagline everything matters® are registered trademarks of Custom Molded Products,LLC. All CMP Spa Products logos and trademarks are 
property of CMP. The absence of a trademark, trade name or service mark from the above list does not constitute a waiver of our intellectual property rights concerning that 
trademark, trade name or service mark. All custom graphics, icons, logos and words listed above are trade names, trademarks or service marks of Custom Molded Products in the 
United States and/or other countries.
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EMOTIONAL LED LIGHTING DESIGN

PATENTED INSTALLATION SYSTEM

SPA COMPONENT DESIGN SYSTEMS

INNOVATIVE SOFT TISSUE THERAPY

SPA JET INSTALLATION TECHNOLOGIES

ENTERTAINING HOT TUB WATER FEATURES



FORWARD THINKING 
ENGINEERING

SQR applies basic laws of 
physics to create a superior 

seal, while addressing the 
issues created by typical 

torque compression systems. 

The patented body and 
grommet gasket design 

combination is absolutely the 
most effective method of spa 

component installation.



FEWER TOOLS

NO BACKSIDE
SURFACE GRINDING

NO NUTS, COMP 
RINGS OR GASKETS

NO EXPENSIVE
SEALANTS

FEWER STEPS

Surface grinding is loud, dangerous, 

dirty and potentially hazardous. SQR™ 

can seal effectively with no backside 

grinding surface prep.

Sealants are messy, expensive and 

difficult to apply. It is nearly impossible 

to apply sealants in a 100% consistent 

way across every installation. 

Scores of parts complicate the work 

area, increasing preparation time and 

increasing costs. Fewer installation 

components simplifies the process.



FASTER SETUP

STANDARD PARTS 
REQUIRE MULTIPLE STEPS

AGILE STYLE 
MANUFACTURING

RAPID INSTALL

To ensure a proper and consistent seal, standard parts require 

sealant, gaskets, comp rings, nuts and must then be tightened to 

an exact compression specification. Prepping and installing all of 

these components takes up time and poorly utilizes space.

Each step in the process is simplified, which translates into 

rapid turnaround. Drilling occurs in a single hole-cutting 

step. Component installation only requires installing the 

patented SQR™ grommet and patented SQR™ body.



FEWER ERRORS

SIMPLICITY CREATES 
CONSISTENCY

RADIAL SEAL
ENGINEERING

PROVEN RESULTS
 IN THE FIELD

BETTER SEALS

By requiring fewer components and 

reducing the need for surface prep, 

SQR™ creates a much more repeatable 

installation resulting in increased quality.

SQR™ technology has been heavily 

tested in the spa industry for ten years, 

and used in over 1,000,000 component 

installs by multiple OEMS. 

Radial seals are standard technology 

across multiple industries. This 

installation technique is more 

dependable than compression seals.



Our goal is to provide complete programs that can 
transform your spa design process. SQR is a complete 
system for installing spa components, and we are adding 
more products every year.

SQR IS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FOR:

Pro-Loc™ Systems Jets
LED Laminars
“Snap-In” Jets
Optix™ LED Spot Lights
3" and 5" Spa Lights
Skimmers & Filters
Air Injectors
Topside Control Valves

LED LAMINAR

2" SNAP-IN JETOPTIX™ LED SPOT LIGHTS

AIR INJECTOR

SPA LIGHTS

Portable spa components have 
been installed essentially the same 
way for almost 40 years.
It’s about time for something better.



SQR™ system controls are an exclusive option from CMP. Not 
only do these controls offer the simple and quick reliability of 
SQR™, the unique design opens up completely new options 
for LED topside control lighting design.

UNIQUE SQR™ CONTROL FEATURES

Customizable Decorative Accent

SQR™ Grommet Doubles as the Light Emitter

Soft, Even Lighting with No Hot Spots

LED Port is Built Into the SQR™ Grommet

SQR™ CONTROLS 

TM
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P R I M E
A. HIGH-POLISH STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

B. CUSTOMIZABLE NOZZLE AND FLANGE

C. DECORATIVE RING OPTION ON SELECT NOZZLES

Like all Spectrum™ jets,  Prime jets allow for a custom 
nozzle ring, eyeball and flange. Additionally, they work 
as a part of Pro-Loc™, the most reliable and effective 
body style for spa jets.

300 SERIES SPECIAL EDITION
Unique three inch jets designed to fit in a two inch 
jet body; available exclusively in the Spectrum 
Prime design.

THREE POPULAR NOZZLE STYLES

CUSTOM-COLOR OPTION JET FACE INSERT

CUSTOMIZABLE NOZZLE RING
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A. ESCUTCHEON
High-polish stainless steel design that provides the perfect 
fit and finish for a design insert.

B. DESIGN INSERT
Customize the insert design and color.

C. NOZZLE RING
Directional and Rotational nozzles are
available with an accent ring in stainless steel or 
custom-colored plastic.

D. NOZZLE/EYEBALL
Eyeballs are available in a variety of colors to 
complement the overall design, and also in clear for 
colorful LED accent lighting.

E. FLANGE
The Spectrum flange can also be molded in any color to 
create a completely unique design.

INNOVATION THROUGH PLATFORM THINKING
The Spectrum system offers spa OEMs an effective and simple platform for jet development. This 
platform-centric thinking keeps tooling costs low and allows for rapid design to market deployment.
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HOW THE SPECTRUM SYSTEM WORKS



A complete, cohesive LED design program that is compatible with systems from every major LED 
supplier. Our focus is on thoughtful designs that are easy to install for both interior and exterior lighting. 
Optix includes platform-driven designs that can be customized quickly and with minimal tooling costs.

INNOVATIVE, UNIQUE, CO-MOLDED DESIGNS

STAINLESS STEEL OPTIONS

CLEAR OR DIFFUSED POLYCARBONATE LENSES

EMOTIONAL LED LIGHTING



AQUA EFFECTS 
STREAM MINI

Experience Liquid Color . . .
Aqua Effects™ water features from CMP create a nature-inspired 
look and feel. Gently cascading water flumes mimic the sounds of 
nature and add ambiance to your designs.

FAST HOLE SAW DRIVEN INSTALLATION

SMALL SPACE-SAVING FOOTPRINT

“POP-UP” AND FIXED WATER FEATURES

INNOVATIVE PATENTED DESIGNS



HARNESS THE POWER
OF AIRNETICS®



Introducing a completely new soft tissue hot tub 
therapy experience. 

Air X® infuses the soft feel of air and water with a 

kinetic power derived from jet engine technology. 

Spa jets can offer power and precision, but Air X is 

something completely different. Utilizing Airnetics® 

engineering, Air X multiplies the air output 

resulting in a jet stream that is soft and powerful. 

By combining three flow patterns with stimulating 

reflexology, sore muscles and tired joints are 

soothed and rejuvenated. 

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

COMPLETE SYSTEM

AIRNETIC® THERAPY

SHOWROOM READY

A total therapy system designed to draw up 
to three times the air of a standard jet.



AIRNETIC® THERAPY
®

Precision Soft
Tissue Massage

High Volume
Dynamics

Reflexology 
Massage Ring

AIR WATER

AIR X targets sensitive areas with 
passive and targeted air therapy.

Typical jets are at best an 80% 
water and 20% air mix. Air X draws 
up to 80% air and 20% water.

Soft, air driven therapy is enhanced 
with tactile reflexology stimulation 
for multi-sensory interaction.



Air X® is like nothing else in the industry. This system has been 
tested and refined by the CMP engineering team to create a totally 
new therapy experience.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

Jet Engine
Inspired

Air multiplying technology without extra noisy 
blowers for efficient and powerful performance. 



COMPLETE SYSTEM

Trinetic: Precise therapy for 
targeting problem areas.

Polynetic: Powerful balanced 
flow; perfect for wrists, joints 
and extra sensitive muscles.

Binetic: A special dual flow 
pattern spreads therapeutic 
effects over a wide area.

Three Flow Style Options

Continuously Variable 
Flow Air Control

Wide Range of Flow Adjustment from 0-100%

Precise Air Volume Control

Control More Than Air Flow “On” and “Off” 



TM

Three Flow 
Options*

Precision 
Soft Tissue 
Massage

Jet Engine
Inspired

Reflexology
Massage
Ring

Essential therapy for sensitive 
areas. Perfect for neck and 
shoulders, wrists, feet, ankles 
and paraspinal.

Trinetic: Precise 
therapy for targeting 
problem areas.

Polynetic: Powerful 
balanced flow, 
perfect for joints 
and extra sensitive 
muscles.

Binetic: A special 
dual flow pattern 
spreads therapeutic 
effects over a wide 
area.

Air multiplying technology without 
extra noisy blowers for efficient 
and powerful performance. 

*styles vary depending on spa model

©2015 CMP

Air X® infuses the soft feel of air and 

water with a kinetic power derived from 

jet engine technology. Spa jets can offer 

power and precision, but Air X is something completely different. 

Utilizing Airnetic® engineering, Air X multiplies the air output for 

a jet stream that is both soft and powerful. 

By combining three flow patterns with 

stimulating reflexology sore muscles 

and tired joints are soothed and 

rejuvinated. 

Introducing a 
completely new soft
tissue hot tub 
therapy experience. 

TM
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HARNESS THE
POWER OF AIRNETICS®

airx-spa.com

sunrisespas.com

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

COMPLETE SYSTEM

AIRNETIC THERAPY

A COMPLETELY NEW THERAPY 
EXPERIENCE AVAILABLE FROM

AIR X® is a total spa therapy system of three flow 
styles, a reflexology therapy ring and the CVF Air 

Control for precise flow adjustments. 
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HARNESS THE POWER
OF AIRNETICS®

airx-spa.com
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HARNESS THE POWER
OF AIRNETICS®

airx-spa.com
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HARNESS THE POWER
OF AIRNETICS®

airx-spa.com
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HARNESS THE POWER
OF AIRNETICS®

airx-spa.com
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©2015 CMPSHOWROOM READY
Air X® is a one of a kind showroom experience. Dare consumers to compare to any traditional jet for 
soft tissue and sensitive area therapy. This complete system sets up the spa manufacturer and hot tub 
retail dealer as the total therapy expert.

Stylish Modern 
Design

Unique Story, Brand 
Support and Sales Tools

A completely unique look that will 
not be mistaken for anything else. 

Air X Brand Website: AirX-Spa.com
Product Video Loops
Spa Side Display Materials
Feature-Focused Glossy Brochures



everything matters.
®

THE PREMIER SUPPLIER OF POOL, 
SPA & BATH COMPONENTS

Pool, Spa and Bath professionals around the world depend on CMP. If you are a spa designer, 
pool builder, bath manufacturer or retail store owner, you can depend on CMP products, 
service and support. Because when the difference is in the details, everything matters®.

©2016 CMP, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

www.c-m-p.com
1-800-733-9060
ORDERS: CS@c-m-p.com
PRODUCT INFO: SpaSales@c-m-p.com


